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This is the age of marketing, and for not only spreading awareness of things to people, but
marketing is majorly used as one of the prime strategies to sell product irrespective of its pros and
cons. Different products are sold in the marketing my bluffing the customers and making things look
attractive and shiny.  People tend to overlook quality when something attracts them in look and
presentation. Therefore, in every field thousands of products are sold without consideration to the
after effects. In this article, we will try to see the lies about few anti ageing treatment and age spot
removal.

Before we start, it is necessary to keep in mind one very important fact, ageing is natural and it
cannot be avoided at any cost. Things might be used to slower the process but nothing can be done
to completely cure it. Age spots are pigmentation, which are in general brown black spots. They
appear in any area that is exposed to the sun. The UV rays produce excessive melanin in the skin
causing age spots. There are many procedures for age spot removal that falls under the anti ageing
treatment, some of which are not recommended because they are not good for skin. Here are a few
lies:

1. Laser treatment is a quick solution but it has side effects like redness, skin drying and peeling. In
addition, it does not guarantee you the complete removal of age spots.

2. Chemical peel is another method that people choose to do. This method causes skin irritation and
the most important part is it is a time consuming process. So you skin becomes red in attempt to
make it clear.

There are many other not recommended treatments like cryotherapy, intense pulse light therapy
and bleaching creams. All these solutions should be avoided for a better and healthy skin. Keep
skin clean and healthy aging will automatically slow down.
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For more information on a anti ageing treatment, check out the info available online; these will help
you learn to find the a age spot removal!
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